
Real Life Learning Academy Trust 

Meeting of the Board of Directors
18th October 2018 6.15 pm

Venue: Calveley Primary Academy  
MINUTES – PART 1 

In Attendance: Laura Leather (LL), (chair), Bev Dolman (BD),Penny Holding (PH), Verity McKay (VM), Yvonne Wood 
(YW), Neil Duncalf (ND), Lesley Latronico (LLa), Amanda Beaven (AB), Daniel Broughton (DB), Liz Ford (LF) 

ITEM

1 APOLOGIES 

Apologies had been received from JE.  FS as Associate Director was also not in attendance. 

2 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  

All Directors present completed their annual declaration of interest form and gave it to the 
Clerk.  VM confirmed that she was an employee of Poole Alcock, and YW confirmed that she is 
a Director of Bennett Brooks and LF is a governor at Bridgemere School. 

3 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The minutes of the meeting from the 12th July 2018, and the 12th September 2018 were 
agreed an accurate record.

4 MATTERS ARISING 

To discuss matters arising from the minutes 

• BD reported that they had not changed cleaning company as the company had agreed not 
to increase their costs 

• LL asked if the Director newsletter went out at the end of the summer term? BD to check 
and report back but felt that it had.

5 DECLARATION OF AOB 

• Change of school hours

Our partnership of nurturing schools equips children with life skills for the real world.  
Together we build a firm foundation for their future, giving them the self-belief, re-



6 TRUST BUSINESS AND DIRECTOR RECRUITMENT 

Membership changes 
LL reported the following changes to the Director board: 
• FS is now an Associate Director 
• JE will be stepping down as Director from the end of the academic year 
• PH has indicated that she is stepping down from the end of term.  PH was asked if she 

would become an Associate Director for Safeguarding to aid continuity 

Outcome: PH will become Associate Director from the start of the Spring Term 

• LL advised Directors that she will be stepping down as Chair from the end of the academic 
year and is yet to decide whether to remain on the Board of Directors and the Members’ 
Board. 

LL updated Directors on changes to the Membership of Members. Any Director stepping 
down from the Board of Directors was asked to consider whether they would consider a move 
to the Members’ Board. 

The changes mean that the trust is keen to recruit new Directors, and LL reported that she has 
interviewed one candidate who is strong in governance and organisational change.  She 
would like to attend a future meeting to observe, which Directors agreed to. 

Other Directors were asked to search for potential Directors.  PH cited a retired EYFS expert 
as one potential. 

BD confirmed that letters had gone out to recruit parent director 
YW is also converting to become a Foundation Director 

Revised governance structure & ToRs (including feedback from meeting with Diocese)  
LL reported that the latest versions  of the structure and TOR are in the meetings folder.  There 
had been discussions with the Diocese regarding the number of Directors on the trust and 
the % foundation.  Diocese suggested 8 Directors with max 25% and therefore want the trust 
to add one more director.  The DfE was 7 Directors. 

Outcome: Directors agreed to remain at 7 Directors, but will change the Articles of Associa-
tion to reflect that Foundation membership should be no more than 30%. 

A working party will be set up to take forward the new structure. 

Reporting format for the MAT going forwards 
LL and BD - Will think through the structure and communication routes and report back 

Confirmation of AGM date 
This was confirmed as the 10th Dec 2018 

Receive individual Director TORs 
All directors confirmed that they are working on their individual TOR and will circulate



7 FINANCE 

Budget update 
YW reported that the accounts are at draft stage and with the auditors, and show a surplus of: 

Acton: £39k,  
Calveley: £13k  
MAT: £4k  

These are better than anticipated, as previous figures had been based on worst case. She re-
ported that she had no particular worries, but to be sustainable, the school need to increase 
the numbers at Calveley. 

BD reported that the Reception Area at Acton looking better since the investment, and that  
Nursery numbers were improving 

BD reported that the school had been challenged at the diocese meeting as the school still 
has a large surplus in the bank.  BD stated that as a small school, the school needs to protect 
the surplus. 

8 POLICIES 
a) Admissions Policy - rewrite and next time 
b) Behaviour and Discipline policy   

This policy was discussed, it was noted that there was a slight spelling mistake. 

Outcome: The policy was approved by all 
c) Complaints Policy - roll forward to next meeting 
d) SEND Policy - roll forward to next meeting 
e) Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy   

A discussion took place on changes in the disqualification by association, and that the model 
policy from the SCIEs team seemed to differ from the advice that the Safeguarding Director 
had been told. 

The annual safeguarding audit had been done in July, and a copy will be circulated. 

Q: are there any differences between the 2 schools and policies 
R: No - both are the same - with the exception of names of leads  

Q: What mechanisms are there for children to raise worries? 
R: There is a collective worship group looking at this to ensure it is child led and based on 
what works in  each class - This is not written in the policy 

Outcome: The policy was approved by all.



9 KEEPING CHILDREN SAFE IN EDUCATION GUIDELINES 

PH asked for clarification on a few items following her review of the above: 

Q: Do we have sec 128 checks for director and trustees 
R: Yes 

Q: Do we have more than one contact number for all pupils  
R: Yes 

Q: Do we need a SCR for the whole of the MAT ? 
R: Whilst this on the face of it would be easier, access would be problematic, as this would 
need to be cloud based.   

Outcome: Keep the same - but review as the trust grows

10 GOVERNOR TRAINING 

The Training Director was not present, but LL asked regarding exclusion training - 5 Directors 
indicated that they had undertaken the training.  She asked if all Directors could review their 
training to ensure that it is up to date. 

A Director has attended the CE governor conference and reported back that it was very good.

11 AOB 

School hours  

A Director asked how the new school hours were working and how staff felt. 

BD stated that there had not been any staff feedback yet, this was planned for w/c 22nd Oct.  
There have been a few teething problems, however these have now been resolved and all 
seems to be working well. 

Q: What happens with the extra time? 
R: As agreed at the Directors meeting, staff will be allowed to finish early on the last day be-
fore the end of term where there isn't an inset day


